Silver staining of histone-depleted metaphase chromosomes.
To investigate a possible relationship between the core-like structures seen in silver-stained chromosomes (prepared by standard cytogenetic methods) and the scaffolds observed in histone-depleted chromosomes, the ability of the scaffold to stain with silver has been examined. Isolated chromosomes were histone-depleted by washing in ammonium acetate or by spreading the chromosomes on an ammonium acetate hypophase. The residual chromosome structures were carbon-platinum shadowed or stained with silver, and then examined by electron microscopy. The results provide clear evidence that the scaffold structure has a high affinity for silver and is therefore similar in its silver-staining potential to the core structure in standard chromosomes. This suggests that the silver core in standard chromosomes may represent the scaffold visualized by histone depletion. The peripherally dispersed DNA radiating from the scaffold also proved to be silver-reactive, and additional experiments demonstrated that purified DNA is capable of binding silver. This result indicates that cytological silver staining is not simply a matter of staining protein, as has previously been thought, but may also involve the staining of chromosomal DNA. In the ammonium acetate-treated and carbon-platinum-shadowed preparations, the scaffold structure was highly variable in its morphology and appeared to be composed of undispersed or incompletely dehistonized chromatin fibers. The silver-stained scaffold reflected this variability. Taken together with other evidence, these findings lead to a questioning of the reality of chromosome core structures.